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ABSTRACT. We obtain minimax theorerns and the Nash equilibrium theorem for 
G-convex spaces. Our new results extend and unify a number of known results for 

particular types of G-convex spaces. Finally, we compare our new results with the 

celebrated minimax theorem of H. K6nig. 

l. INTRODUCTION 

The numerous applications and generalizations of John von Neumann's classical 

minimax theorem [Ne] constitute an important chapter of modern convex analysis. 

One of the main purposes of these generalizations was to elinainate the underlying 

convexity structure from the original hypothesis. 

On the other hand, the convexity of subsets of topological vector spaces was 

extended to convex spaces by Lassonde? to C-spaces (or H-spaces) by Horvath 

[H], and to G-convex spaces (or generalized convex spaces) by the author; for the 

literature, see [Pl-6, PKl-6]. It is known that the KKM theory7 fixed point theory, 

and other equilibrium results are now welldeveloped for these abstract convexities. 

In this paper, we obtain minimax theorems and the Nash equilibrium theorem 

for G-convex spaces. Our new results extend and unify a number of known results 

for particular types of G-convex spaces. 

This research is partially supported by the SNUDaewOO Research Fund in 1998. 
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In Section 3, from a coincidence theorem, we deduce the von Neumann-Sion 

type minimax theorems for G-convex spaces. In Section 4, from a Fan-Browder 

type flxed point theorem, we deduce the Ky Fan intersection theorem, another 

minimax theorem, and the Nash equilibrium theorem for G-convex spaces. Finally, 

Section 5 deals with the comparison of our results with the celebrated minimax 

theorem due to H. K6nig [K61,2]. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

A generalized convex space or a G-convex space (X, D; r) consists of a topolog-

ical space X) a nonempty subset D of X, and a multimap r : (D) -o X such 

that for each A ~ (D) with the cardinality IAj = n + l, there exists a continuous 

function ~A : An ~~ r(A) such that J e (A) implies ipA(AJ) c r(J)_ Note that 

cAI~J can be regarded as ipJ. 

Here) (D) denotes the set of all nonempty finite subsets of D, An the standard 

n-simplex, and AJ the face of An corresponding to J e (A). We may write 

rA = r(A) for each A C (D), and (X, r) = (X, X~ r). A subset C of X is said to 

be r-convex if for each A ~ (D)) A C C implies rA C C. For details on G-convex 

spaces, see [Pl-6, PKl-6]) where basic theory was extensively developed. 

Major examples of other G-convex spaces than convex spaces or C-spaces are 

metric spaces with Michael's convex structure, Pasicki's S-contractible spaces, 

Horvath's pseudoconvex spaces, Komiya;s convex spaces, Bielawski)s simplicial 

convexities. Joo's pseudoconvex spaces, and topological semilattices with path-

connected intervals. For the literature) see [PKl6]. 

Recently, we gave new examples of G-convex spaces and) simultaneously) showed 

that some abstract convexities of other authors are simple particular examples of 

our G-convexity; see [P6]. Such examples are L-spaces of Ben-El-Mechaiekh e~ al., 

continuous images of C-spaces) Verma?s generalized H-spaces, Kulpa's simplicial 

structures, P1,lspaces of Forgo and J06, generalized H-spaces of Stach6, and mc-

spaces of Llinares. Moreover~ Ben-El-Mechaiekh et (LI. [BC] gave examples of 

Gconvex spaces (X)r) as follows: B/_simplicial convexity, hyperconvex metric 
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spaces due to Aronszajn and Panitchpakdi) and Takahashi's convexity in metric 

spaces. 

A non~mpty topological space is acyclic if all of its reduced Cech homology 

groups over rationals vanish. For topological spaces X and Y, a multimap T 

X -o Y is called an acyclic map if it is upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) with compact 

acyclic values. 

A polytope is a convex hull of a finite subset in a topological vector space. 

Given a class X of maps, X(X, Y) denotes the set of maps F : X -~ Y belonging 

to X, and Xc the set of flnite compositions of maps in X. 

A class ~t of maps is one satisfying the following properties: 

(1) 2t contains the class C of (single-valued) continuous functions; 

(2) each F C 2LC is u.s.c. and compact-valued; and 

(3) for any polytope P, each F ~ 2Lc(P, P) has a fixed point. 

Examples of 2t are C, the Kakutani maps K (with convex values and codomains 

are convex spaces), the Aronszajn maps Ml (with R5 values), the acyclic maps 

V (with acyclic values), the Powers maps Vc' the O)Neill maps N (continuous 

with values consisting of one or m acyclic components, where m is fixed), the ap-

proachable maps A in uniform spaces, admissible maps in the sense of G6rniewicz, 

permissible maps of Dzedzej, and many others. 

We introduce one more classes: 

F e ~L~(X,Y) <~> for any compact subset K of X, there is a r ~ 2LC(K, Y) 

such that r(x) C F(x) for each x ~ K. 

Note that 2~ C 2LC C 2~~･ Any subclass of ~f:~ will be called admissible. For 

details, see [PKl,2]. 

Recall that an extended real function f : X -~ R on a topological space X is 

loweT [resp. uppeT] semicontinuous (1.s.c.) [resp. (u.s.c.)] if {x e X : f(x) > r} 

[resp. {x ~ X : f(x) < r}] is open for each r e R. 

We begin with the following particular form of a coincidence theorem of Park 

and Kim [PK2,3, Theorem l]: 
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Th・o・・㎜0．Lε舌（X，F）b・・G一・・〃・x・p…，γ・亘鋤・d・㎡・p・㏄，㎝dF，G：

X－cγ狐aps　sa亡三sケjηg

（0．1）F∈郷（X，γ）お・・㎜p・・む

（O，2）虹・拙ひ∈F（X），r（ひ）三・F一・・η・・x岬d

　（0．3）F（X）C　U｛In七G（z）：z∈X｝．

乃㎝F・ηdG血・・・…1η・1細㏄p・ln～∈X1脆1j・，恥。）∩G（・・）≠②．

　Tb－e　fo王王owhg；cont三nuous　sdecも三〇n七heore皿is　dueもo　tb－e　a1ユもhoΣ〔P4］：

L・搬㎜ふ1．工εげb・・脇・d・㎡・p・・ε，（X，r）・G一・・w…p…，・η打：γ→X

a　lmap　sa虹8ケ三ng

　　（ユ）T（ひ）1・F一・・W・X加…ム峠γ1㎝d

　　（2）γ＝U｛I批丁一（z）：z∈X｝．

丁加ηT6Cκ（XX）⊂班二（X耳）一　More　precゴ8e！乃危r　aηyηone㎜p亡γco㎜pac舌

・由・舌K・fγ，Tlκ血・…　㎝亡jηリ㎝・・ε！㏄亡j・η∫：K→X1伽11・，ル）∈T（ひ）

わd！峠K，・㏄いム・け（K）⊂Fλ加・・鵬λ∈／X／一

3．MIN至MAX　TRE0REMs

　h七his　sec七三〇n，we　ob七＆三n七he　von　Neu㎜a双n－Sion　type狐i血㎜ax亡heore皿s　foΣ

G－convex　spaces．

　Tbe　fo11ow三ng三s　basic：

Th・o舵㎜LL・右（X，F）鋤d（γ，F1）b・G一・・〃・x・p・㏄・w舳γ亙鋤・d・扮㎜d

F，G：X→γ㎜aps　suホ地a老

　（1ユ）F　js・o㎜pac舌，F（z）三8F’一co〃exわr脇cムz∈X，㎜dX＝U｛InもF一（ひ）：

　　　μ∈γ｝，and

　（1．2）G’（μ）三8Lcowexわreac血μ∈F（X）狐dF（X）⊂U｛hもG（z）：z∈X｝．

丁加ηF㎜dGムaveacojηc三deηcepojn舌．

PγooナBy　Leユ皿ma1，（1．1）i㎜p1ies七ha七F6吸♂（X，γ）＆nd　F　is　co皿pac七。Mloreov鉗，

（1．2）i㎜p1i・・七h・も…砒i㎝・（0．2）・nd（O．3）搬・・七i・量・d．Th…f…，byTh・…皿

O，F　and　G　have　a　coinc三dence　poi双七．

　Frc㎜Theore皿1，we　d－ed泄ce七he　fo1lowing　von　Ne1ユ皿包nn＿Sion亡ype㎜三ni㎜ax

七heor釘n　for　GLconvex　spaces：
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Theorem 2. Let (X,r) and (Y, rf) be G-convex spaces; Y Hausdorf compact, 

f : X x Y ~' ~: an extended real function, and pt := supxexmfyeYf(x,y). 

Suppose that 

(2.1) f(x, ') is 1.s.c. on Y and {y e Y : f(x,y) < r} is r/_convex for each x e X 

and r > ~; and 

(2.2) f(',y) is u.s.c. on X and {x e X : f(x)y) > r} is r-convex for each y e Y 

and r > ~. 

Th en 

sup min f(x, y) = min sup f(x, y). 

xex yeY yeY xex 
PToof. Since f(x,') is l.s.c. on the compact space Y, p(x) := minyeY f(x,y) 

exists for each x e X. Since q(y) := supxex f(x,y) is l.s.c. for each y C Y, 

q(yo) = minyeY q(y) exists. Note that 

p(x) Imye~ f(x y) < f(x~y) ~ sup f(x,y) = q(y) 

xex 
for all x e X and y e Y. Therefore, we have 

sup p(x) < minq(y). 

xex yeY 
Suppose that the equality does not hold. Then there exists an r > pc such that 

/~ = sup p(x) < r < minq(y). 

xex yeY 
We define multimaps F, G : X -o Y by 

F(x) = {y e Y : f(x,y) < r} and G(x) = {y e Y : f(x,y) > r} 

for x e X. Then F(x) is nonempty and rf-convex by (2.1), and G(x) is open since 

f(x, ') is l.s.c. Moreover, 

F~(y) = {x e X : f(x,y) < r} and G-(y) = {x e X : f(x,y) > r} 

for y e Y. Then F-(y) is open since f(',y) is u.s.c. by (2.2), and G-(y) is 

nonempty and r-convex. Now, by applying ~heorem l, there exist an xo e X and 

a yo e Y such that yo e F(xo) n G(xo) ~ ~. This leads a contradiction 

f(xo,yo) < r < f(xo)yo)' 

This completes our proof. 
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Corollary. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2, further if X is compact, then f 

has a saddle pQint (xo,yo) C X x Y such that 

max f(x, yo) = f(xo, yo) = min f(xo, y). 

PToof. Since f(x, ') and f(.,y) are l.s.c. and u.s.c., resp., p(x) := minyeY f(x,y) 

and q(y) := maxxex f(x)y) exist for each x ~E X and y e Y. Since p is u.s.c. on 

X and q is 1.s.c. on Y, we have maxxexp(x) = p(xo) and minyeY q(y) = q(yo) 

for some xo e X and yo e Y. Then (xo, yo) is a saddle point by Theorem 2. This 

completes our proof. 

Particular Forms. We list bistorically well-known particular forms of Theorem 

2 and Corollary in chronological order: 

l. von Neumann [Ne], Kakutani [K]: X and Y are compact convex subsets of 

Euclidean spaces and f is continuous. 

2. Nikaido [Ni]: Euclidean spaces in the above are replaced by Hausdorff topo-

logical vector spaces, and f is continuous in each variable. 

3. Sion [S]: X and Y are convex spaces in Theorem 2 and Corollary. 

4. Komiya [K, Theorem 3]: X and Y are compact convex spaces in the sense 

of Komiya. 

5. Bielawski [Bi, Theorem (4.13)]: X and Y are compact spaces having certain 

simplicial convexities. 

6. Horvath [H, Prop. 5.2]: X and Y are C-spaces with Y compact. 

Remark. In 4 and 6 above, Hausdorffness of Y is assumed since they used the 

partition of unity argument. However, 3 and 5 were based on the corresponding 

KKM theorems which need not the Hausdorffness of Y; see Theorem 5 below. 

From Theorem O for the subclass V of 2tc ) we have another minimax theorem: 
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Theorem 3. Let (X,r) and (Y, r') be G-convex spaces, Y Hausdorf compact, 

f : X x Y H. R a 1.s.c. function, and kt := supxex nfyex f(x, y). Suppose that 

(3.1) for each r > kt and y e Y; {x c X :. f(x,y) > r} is r-convex! and 

(3.2) for each r > pt and x e X, {y ~ X : f(x,y) ~ r} is acyclic. 

Th en 

sup min f(x, y) = min sup f(x, y). 

xex yeY yeY rex 
PToof. As in the proof of Theorem 2, we have 

sup min f(x, y) < min sup f(x, y). 

xex yeY ~ yeY xex 
Suppose that the equality does not hold. Then there exists an T > ;4 such that 

pt = sup min f(x,y) < r < min sup f(x, y). 

xex yeY yeY xex 
We define multimaps F, G : X -o Y by 

F(x) {y C Y : f(x,y) ~ r} and G(x) = {y ~ Y : f(x,y) > r} 

for x e X. Then F(x) is nonempty and closed since f(x, ') is l.s.c. for each x e X. 

On the other hand, G(x) is open since f(x, ') is l.s.c. Moreover, for each y e Y, 

G~(y) = {x ~ X : f(x,y) > r} 

is nonempty and r-convex by (3.1). Therefore, conditions (0.2) and (0.3) are 

satisfied. 

Consider the graph of F 

Gr(F) = {(x,y) ~ X >< Y : f(x,y) ~ r}. 

Since f is l.s.c., Gr(F) is closed in X x Y. Since Y is compact, F is u.s.c. Note 

that each F(x) is closed and acyclic by (3.2). Hence F is an acyclic map. 

Therefore, by Theorem O for V instead of ~L~ , there exists an xo e X such that 

F(xo) n G(xo) ~ ~. This leads a contradiction as in the proof of Theorem 2. 

Particular Forms. l. von Neumam [Ne], 'Kakutani [K]: X and Y are compact 

convex subsets of E,uclidean spaces? f is continuous, and r-convexity and acyclicity 

are replaced by convexity. 

2. Nikaid6 [Ni]: Euclidean spaces were replaced by Hausdorff topological vector 

spaces in the above. 
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4. THE NASH EQUILIBRIUM THEOREM 

In this section, from a FanBrowder type fixed point result for G-convex spaces, 

we deduce the Ky Fan intersection theorem, another minimax theorem, and the 

Nash equilibrium theorem for G-convex spaces. 

The following is known: 

Lemma 2. Let (X, r) be a compact G-convex space and T : X -o X a map such 

that 

(1) T(x) is nonempty and r-convex for each x e X; and 

(2) T-(y) is open for each y ~ X. 

Then T has a ~xed point. 

It is known that if F is a single-valued map, then Theorem O holds without 

assuming the Hausdorffness of Y; see [PK2,3, P5]. Hence, Lemma 2 follows from 

Theorem O for the case X = Y and F = Ix, the identity map. 

Lemma 2 is also equivalent to the corresponding KKM type theorem for which 

Hausdorffness of the space is known to be reduntant. 

Given a cartesian product X = He~=1Xi of sets, Iet Xi = Hj~iXj and 7ri : X -~ 

Xz' 7r X -> X be the proJections; we write 7ri(x) = xi and 7r (x) x Grven 

x~ y e X, we let 

(y~~ x ) (xl, . . . , xi_1, yi, xi+1 ? ' ' ' , xn ' )
 

From Lemma 2, we have the following Ky Fan type intersection theorem: 

Theorem 4. Let X = Ilin=1Xi, (X,r) be a compact G-convex space, and Al' 

A2, . ' ' , An be n subsets ofX such that 

(4 l) for each x e X and each z l, . . . , n, the set Ai(x) = {y e X : (yi,xi) e 

Ai} is r-convex and nonempty; and 

(4.2) for each y C X and each i = l, . . . )n, the set Ai(y) = {x e X : (yi,x ) e 

Ai} is open. 
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Then ns~=1 Ai ~ ~. 

Proof. Defrle a map T : X -o X by T(x) = nin=1 Ai(x) for x c X. Then each 

T(x) is r-convex being an intersection of r-convex sets by (4.1). For each x e X 

and each i, there exists a y(i) C Ai(x) by (4.1)? Or (yfi),xi) C Ai. Hence, we 

have (yl･'),･ ･ ･ ,y(nn)) e nin=1 Ai(x). This shows T(x) ~ ~. Moreover, T-(y) = 

n~=1 Ai(y) is open for each y C X by (4.2). Now, the conclusion follows from 

Lemma 2. 

Remarks. 1. If each Xi is a compact G-convex space, so is X. 

2. In view of Theorem O) condition (4.2) can be replaced by the following: 

(4.2)! X = Uyex Int(ns~=1 Ai(y)). 

3. For n = 2. Theorem 4 can be comparable to Theorem l. 

Particular Forms. l. Ky Fan [Fl, Theorem 2]: Xi are compact convex subsets 

of topological vector spaces in Theorem 4. 

2. Bielawski [B, Proposition (4.12) and Theorem (4.15)]: Theorem 4 for X hav-

ing a finitely local convexity, which is a particular type of his simplicial convexity. 

3. Kirk, Sims, and Yuan [KSY, Theorem 5.2]: Theorem 4 for hyperconvex 

metric spaces, which are of extremely particular type of G-convex spaces. 

From Theorem 4 for n = 2, we can deduce the following improved version of 

Corollary to Theorem 2: 

Theorem 5. Let (X, r) and (Y, r/) be compact G-convex spaces and f : X x Y H. 

R a function satisfying conditions (2.1) and ,(2.2~. Then 

(i) f has a saddle point (xo,yo) e X x Y; and 

(ii) we have 

max min f (x, y) = minmax f (x, y). 

xeX yeY yeY xex 
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Proof. Just follow the proofs of Theorem 2 and its Corollary using Theorem 4 for 

the case n = 2 instead of Theorem l. 

Particular Forms. All of the examples given for Theorem 2 and Corollary follow 

from Theorem 5. Especially, Sion [S, Theorem 3.4] is a particular form of Theorem 

5, and [S, Corollary 3.5] is a non-Hausdorff version of Theorem 2 and can be 

obtained from Theorem 5 by following his own method. 

From Theorem 4, we also deduce the following Nash equilibrium theorem for 

G-convex spaces: 

Theorem 6. Let X = n;~=1Xi, (X, r) be a compact G-convex space, and fl) ' ' " 

fn : X -~ R continuous functions such that 

(3) for each x ~ X, each i = l, . . . ,n, and eaOb r e R, the set {(yi, xi) e X : 

fi(yi, xi) > r} is r-convex. 

Then there exists a point x e X such that 

fi(x) = max fi(yi,xi) for i = l, ..,r~. 
yi eXi 

PToof. Let c > o and, for each i, Iet 

A {x e X fi(x) > max fi(yi,xi) -c<}. 
yi eXi 

Then the sets A~ , . . . , A~ satisfy conditions (4.1) and (4.2) of Theorem 4, and hence 

n,~=1 A~ ~ ~. Then He = n~~=1 A~ is a nonempty compact set. Since Het C He2 

for cl < c2, we have ne>0 He ~ ~. Then x e nc>0 He satisfies the conclusion. 

Particular Forms. 1. Nash [N]: Each Xi is a compact convex subset of a 

Euclidean space in Theorem 6. 

2. Fan [F2, Theorem 4]: Xi are compact convex subsets of real Hausdorff 

topological vector spaces in Theorem 6. 

3. Bielawski [B? Theorem (4.16)]: Theorem 6 for X having a finitely local 

convexity. 

4. Kirk, Sims, and Yuan [KSY, Theorem 5.3]: Theorem 6 for hyperconvex 

metric spaces. 
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5. COMPARISONS wITH THE K6NlG MlNIMAX THEOREM 

In 1992, H, K6nig obtained a general minimax theorem based on connectedness, 

which is regarded the best result in this area. Therefore, it is quite natural to 

compare our results with his theorem which is obtained by quite diff:erent approach 

from ours. Now we follow H. K6nig [K61,2]: 

Minimax theorems consider functions f : X x Y -~ R on the product of topo-

logical spaces X and Y, and the formations 

f. := sup inf f(x,y) < inf sup f(x,y) =: f* 
xex yeY ~ yeY xex 

The assertions are that the minimax relation f. = f' holds true under the respec-

tive assumptions. 

Let us deflne f to fulfill the [finite] condition X(~) iff 

X(H A,~) := n [f(',y) > A] {x c X f(x y) > A vy e H} C X 

yeH 

is connected for all nonvoid [finitej H C Y and for all real A > f. , and the obvious 

variant X(>). 

Likewise we define f to fulfill the [finite] condition Y(~) iff 

Y(H,A,~) := n [f(x),') < A] {y C Y f(x y) < ~ vx ~ H} C X 

'eH 

is connected for all nonvoid [finite] subsets H C X and all real A > f. , and the 

obvious variant Y(<). 

The main result of H. K6nig [K6l] is as follows; see [K62]: 

Theorem. Let X and Y be topological spaces with Y compact and X connected, 

and let f : X x Y -~ R full~11 the continuity condition 

(C) f(',y) e USC(X)(:= upper semicontinuous) vy e Y and 

f(x, ') e LSC(Y)(:= Iower semicontinuous) vx ~: X; 
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or the variant 

(C') f ~ LSC(X x Y). 

Then f. = f' whenever f fulL1ls some combinations of one of the cQnditions 

X(~) and X(>) with one of the frjte conditions Y(~) and Y(<), provided that 

the combination ofX(>) with Y(<) the space Y is Hausdorf. 

Comparing our results with the K6nig theorem, we observe the following: 

(i) If each r- and r!_convex subset is connected, Theorem 2 follows from the 

K6nig theorem [for the case (C), X(>) and Y(<)]. 

(ii) If each r- and r'-convex subset is connected, Theorem 3 without assuming 

the Hausdorffness of Y follows from the K6nig theorem [for the case (C'), X(>) 

and Y(~)]. 

(iii) Theorem 5 is not comparable to the K6ltig theorem [for the case (C), X(>) 

and Y(<)]. Even when each r- and r'-convex subset is connected, Theorem 5 

assumes the compactness of (X, r) instead of the Hausdorffness of Y in the K6nig 

theorem. 

Note that a r-convex set is not necessarily connected and we give the following 

important case for the connectivity: 

Proposition. In a G-convex space (X,r), if r{~} = {x} for each x e X, then 

every r-convex set is colmected. 

Proof. Let C be a r-convex subset of (X, r) and choose a point xo e C. For any 

other point x e C, we have r{xo'x} C C. Since there exists a continuous function 

ipA : Al = [O, I] -~ r{xo"} for A = {xo?x} e (X) such that ipA(O) c r{xo) = {xo} 

and ipA(1) c r{x) = {x}. Therefore, cA([O, I]) is a connected set in C containing 

xo and x. This implies the connectivity of O. 

Finally, it is well-known that R in our work can be replaced by an order com-

plete) order dense, Iinearly ordered space. 
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